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Slime Design Brief: The LMNOP Toy Company
Attention Scientists:
Do you think you’re a slime expert? Then LMNOP Toy Company wants your help testing the best new
slime! After years of careful research, LMNOP has found 5 new slime mixtures to test in hopes of finding the
perfect new slime. LMNOP wants a slime with these properties: can bounce, can be pulled apart without
breaking, can be stretched at least 3 inches, holds its shape (not runny or goopy), and does not leave behind
a messy, sticky goop on hands. LMNOP is looking for young people who can test each mixture, then report
back their findings to the company, along with their recommendation of the best slime mixture.
Ready to get started? Your teacher will put you in groups of four. Each group member must take on
one of the jobs below to help make each slime mixture. Once of all of the slimes are made, test each slime’s
properties using the Properties handout. Graph your results, then write a letter to LMNOP with your
recommendation for the best slime mixture.
Sincerely,
Theodore Bear
Founder, LMNOP Toy Company

Slime Jobs
Labeler

Glue Measurer

Use the permanent marker to label a plastic baggie

Measure out the amount of glue water that is

the bag to the Borax Measurer.

bag to the Mixer.

using the name from the Slime Mixture list. Hand
Borax Measurer

needed and add it to the baggie. Safely hand the
Mixer

Measure out the amount of borax water that is

Add two drops of food coloring, then seal the

bag to the Glue Measurer.

and glue around until it looks mixed. Set the

needed and add it to the baggie. Safely hand the
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bag. Use your fingers to gently move the Borax
baggie aside until later.

